
The machine endangers all we have made 
Part Two, Sonnet X 

The Machine endangers all we have made. 

We allow it to rule instead of obey. 

To build a house, cut the stone sharp and fast:  
the carver's hand takes too long to feel its way. 

The Machine never hesitates, or we might escape  
and its factories subside into silence.  
It thinks it's alive and does everything better.  
With equal resolve it creates and destroys. 

But life holds mystery for us yet. In a hundred places  
we can still sense the source: a play of pure powers 
that -- when you feel it -- brings you to your knees. 

There are yet words that come near the unsayable, 
and, from crumbling stones, a new music 
to make a sacred dwelling in a place we cannot own. 

9th Duino Elegy 
Why, if it's possible to come into existence  
as laurel, say, a little darker green  
than other trees, with ripples edging each 
leaf (like a wind, smiling): why then 
do we have to be human, and keep running from the fate  
we are made for and long for?  
 
Oh, not because of Happiness --  
that fleeting gift before the loss begins.  
Not from curiosity, or to exercise the heart,  
which the laurel could do too....  
 
But because simply to be here is so much 
and because what is here seems to need us,  
this vanishing world that concerns us strangely --  
us, the most vanishing of all. Once  
for each, only once. Once and no more.  
And we, too: just once. Never again. But  
to have lived this once, even if only this once, 
to have been of earth -- that cannot be taken from us.
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